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Polymer adsorption has been widely investigated in the context of self-consistent mean-field
theories. As a further simplification, the ‘‘ground state dominance approximation’’ is often made,
treating the polymer chains as infinitely long. For short polymers, or not so concentrated polymer
solutions, corrections to ground state dominance may be important, however. In this work, we
discuss analytical solutions to the full self-consistent field equations, valid for any chain length, in
the limit of weak adsorption. We show how the resulting equations may be put into a free energy
functional formalism, in analogy to the de Gennes–Lifshitz free energy for infinitely long polymer
chains. Analytical expressions are derived for polymer density profiles, surface tension and the
interaction potential between two planar, polymer-adsorbing surfaces. Particular attention is paid to
the distal ordering of the polymer coils that shows up as oscillations in the polymer density profile
and interaction potential at the scale of the polymer’s radius of gyration. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1588998#
I. INTRODUCTION
Polymer surfaces have attracted considerable attention in
recent years both from an experimental and a theoretical
point of view. Interest in these systems is driven by practical
applications, but also because it serves as a theoretical ex-
ample of a confined polymer system.1–3 More recently, inter-
est has surged in the study of the interplay between colloidal
particles and polymers in solution.4–9 Understanding the in-
teraction between colloidal particles, as mediated through the
polymer solution, supplies means to understand the mecha-
nisms behind polymer induced colloidal stabilization and
crystallization. This may be helpful in formulating conditions
under which colloidal particles or globular proteins may
crystallize.
Theoretically, the interplay of polymers and surfaces has
been extensively studied. Various models for the interaction
of the polymer and the~colloidal! surface have been dis-
cussed; irreversibly adsorbed or grafted polymers,10 revers-
ibly adsorbed polymers,1,2 and polymers depleted from the
surface.3,7–9 In the latter case, the polymer density is as-
sumed to be zero at the surface so that a depletion layer
exists around each particle. In these calculations, notably by
Eisenriegler3,7 and by others,9,11 analytical solutions of the
Edwards equations in the context of the so-called self-
consistent field theory could be obtained.
Surfaces withenhancedpolymer adsorption have first
been studied by de Gennes1,12 in self-consistent field theory,
and by Scheutjens and Fleer in a lattice model for
polymers.13 In the de Gennes model, the so-calledground
state dominance approximation1,14,15 is made in which the
polymer chain length is essentially set to infinity. A result of
the de Gennes model is that the polymer segment density
profile is a monotonically decaying function and that the
interaction between two planar surfaces is attractive at all
separations. Various models have extended the de Gennes
model to determine finite chain length corrections to, e.g.,
surface tension, polymer segment density profile, surface–
surface interactions, etc.16–20 Such calculations are of par-
ticular interest since the polymer chain length is an important
parameter in experiments,21 computer simulations,22–24 and
numerical solutions of lattice models.13 Variation of the chain
length thus provides a more stringent testing of theoretical
models. Moreover, it was expected,25,26 and later
verified,16–20 that in certain situations, the ‘‘tails’’ of the
polymer chain become important, leading toqualitatively
different behavior.
Extensions to the ground state dominance model were
first investigated by Semenovet al.16 The presence of tails
was taken into account by including asecondorder param-
eter related to the end segment density. Good agreement was
obtained for the loop and tail distribution of adsorbed poly-
mer when the theoretical predictions are compared with nu-
merical solutions of the lattice self-consistent mean-field
theories.17 Furthermore, it was shown that the interaction be-
tween two planar surfaces becomes weakly repulsive at
larger distances.18
It was subsequently shown by Semenov that the two-
order parameter model could be cast into a free energy for-
malism of asingle order parameter19 for which the Euler–
Lagrange equations are the Edwards equations, just as de
Gennes had done previously in the context of the ground
state dominance approximation.12 A free energy functional
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was proposed19 to describe the free energy correctly to
O(1/N2). This means that thethree leading contributions in
an expansion in 1/N to the free energy are captured:~1! the
ground state dominance contribution;~2! the leading correc-
tion to ground state dominance ofO(1/N), which gives a
description on the same level as the two-order parameter
model;27 ~3! terms of O(1/N3/2). These last terms were
shown to be responsible for a weak, oscillatory interaction
potential at large distances between two planar surfaces.19
Similar oscillations were also observed in the segment den-
sity profile in analytical work by Semenovet al. and in nu-
merical solutions of the Scheutjens and Fleer lattice model
for polymers.28
In this article, we investigate the surface tension, seg-
ment density profiles, and interaction potential for~planar!
polymer-adsorbing surfaces. Analytical expressions, valid for
any polymer length, are derived in the limit ofweaklyad-
sorbing polymers. Our expression for the free energy is con-
sistent with the linear response model for bulk polymers1 and
the Semenov single order parameter free energy.19 We pay
particular attention to the segment density profile at large
distances from the surface and the interaction between sur-
faces at large separations.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In the next section
we discuss the self-consistent field theory in the context of
which our calculations are made. In Secs. III and IV we
provide a detailed derivation of the free energy from the
Edwards equations in the case of weak external fields~Sec.
III ! and weak polymer adsorption~Sec. IV!. In Secs. V and
VI, the free energy derived is used to determine surface ten-
sion, segment density profiles, and interaction potential for
polymer adsorbing surfaces. We end with a discussion of
results.
II. SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY
The Green functionG(r ,r 8,N) describes the statistical
weight of a single polymer chain of lengthN with one end at
r and the other end atr 8. The Green function can be deter-















G~r ,r 8,n!5d~r2r 8!, ~2.2!
wherea is the polymer segment length andU(r ) is an as yet
unspecified external potential.




Ndn*dr 8*dr 9 G~r 8,r ,n! G~r ,r 9,N2n!
*dr 8*dr 9 G~r 8,r 9,N!
,
~2.3!
whereNp is the total number of polymer chains. This pref-
actor determines the scale of the Green function. As will
become apparent later, it is chosen such that the density be-
comes equal to the uniform bulk density,f(r )5NpN/V
[fb , for a homogeneous system.
The general solution of the Edwards equation may be
formulated in the form of an eigenfunction expansion,
G~r ,r 8,n!5(
k
ck~r ! ck* ~r 8! e
2n Ek /kBT, ~2.4!












In the self-consistent field model, the external potential is
interpreted as being induced by the presence of the other
polymer segments,14
U~r !5kBT v f~r !, ~2.6!
wherev is the so-calledexcluded volumeparameter. In this
way, the set of Eqs.~2.1!–~2.3! becomes self-consistently
closed. This approach has formed the basis of many theoret-
ical treatments in the literature.1–3
For very long chains—a more precise criterion is formu-
lated later—only the ground state contribution (k50) in the
eigenfunction expansion remains and the summation may be
limited to the first term only,
G~r ,r 8,n!'c0~r ! c0* ~r 8! e
2n E0 /kBT. ~2.7!
This is the so-called ground state dominance
approximation.1 The Edwards equation, Eq.~2.1!, and seg-








f~r !5uc~r !u2, ~2.8!
where we have definedc(r )[(NpN)
1/2c0(r ). It may now
be noted1 that thesame equationfollows from the minimi-
zation of the following free energy functional:
F@c#
kBT
5E dr Fa26 u“c~r !u21 v2 uc~r !u42 E0kBT uc~r !u2G .
~2.9!
The last term is added to fix the total number of segments,
Np N5E dr uc~r !u2. ~2.10!
The free energy can be rewritten in terms of the segment
density,f(r )5uc(r )u2. One then has
F@f#
kBT








where the uniform bulk density,fb[NpN/V, is related to
E0 /kBT5vfb . Furthermore, we subtracted the~constant!
bulk free energy in order for the above free energy to be the
excessfree energy.
The expression for the free energy in Eq.~2.11! has been
the starting point of many density functional treatments for
polymer solutions.1 Due to the nature of the ground state
dominance approximation, this treatment is, however, limited
to infinitely long chains and semidilute polymer solutions.
The question thus naturally arises whether a similar free en-
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ergy density functional may be formulated without making
use of the ground state dominance approximation. In the
present article we construct such a free energy without mak-
ing the ground state dominance approximation.
III. INHOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM
Ultimately, we are interested in the case of polymer ad-
sorption onto a solid surface, but for now we start by con-
sidering aninfinite system, without the presence of a surface,
in which the segment density profile only depends on one
coordinatez, f(r )5f(z). Furthermore, often we are only
interested in the departure of the density profile with respect
to the bulk density atz56` and introducedf(z)[f(z)
2fb , with limz→6` f(z)5fb .
A further reduction that we make, but could have made
quite generally, is to integrate the Green function over one of
the chain’s ends. This defines the statistical weight of a poly-
mer chain of lengthn with one end fixed at positionr ,
G~r ,n![E dr 8 G~r ,r 8,n!. ~3.1!
In the bulk regionG(r ,n)→Gb(n), which is independent of
r . By solving the Edwards equation with the initial condition
@Eq. ~2.2!#, one finds that in the bulk,Gb(n)5e
2v fb n. It is
now convenient to redefine the statistical weight such so as
to absorb this trivialn-dependence,
Z~r ,n![ev fb n E dr 8 G~r ,r 8,n!. ~3.2!
In the geometry under consideration, we have thatZ(r ,n)
5Z(z,n). The Edwards equation@Eq. ~2.1!# and segment
density@Eq. ~2.3!# in the self-consistent field approximation














dn Z~z,n! Z~z,N2n!, ~3.4!




An exact solution of the above coupled differential equations
can only be found when certain further approximations are
made. In the following we considerweakfields leading to
small deviations from bulk behavior.
Weak fields: Linear response theory: The assumption
of a weak field implies thatdf(z)[f(z)2fb!fb and
dZ(z,n)[Z(z,n)21!1. Linearization of Eqs.~3.3! and


















We now rewrite these differential equations in terms of a
single differential equation for the densitydf(z) alone.
From the first integral we then proceed to construct the free
energy functional. Only later do we explicitly solve the re-
sulting differential equation fordf(z) and determine the
corresponding excess free energy.
The linearized differential equations can be solved by
separatingdZ(z,n) into one part that no longer depends onn
and one that still does depend on n: dZ(z,n)[c(z)

























In this section, we obtain a solution to these differential
equations for theinfinite system with no boundaries present,
i.e.,2`,z,`, and leave the more complicated situation of
a semi-infinitesystem in the presence of a solid surface to the
next section.
For the infinite system, the solution to the differential
equation fora(z,n) in Eq. ~3.9!, with the initial condition
Eq. ~3.12!, reads




dz8 c~z8! expS 23~z82z!22 n a2 D .
~3.13!
Inserting the above expression fora(z,n) into Eq.~3.11!, we







dz8 c~z8!aS z82z2RG D ,
~3.14!





exp~2x2!22 uxu erfc~ uxu!. ~3.15!
The Fourier transform of Eq.~3.14! gives
df̃~k!52 fb c̃~k!22 fb ã~2kRG! c̃~k!, ~3.16!
where the tilde refers to the Fourier transform of the
function, c̃(k)5*dz e2 ikz c(z) and c(z)5(2p)21
3*dk eikz c̃(k). Explicitly, we have ã(x)5(4/x2) @1
2exp(2x2/4)#. Solving Eq.~3.16! for c̃(k) then gives







Next, we Fourier transform the original differential equation




k2 c̃~k!5v df̃~k!. ~3.18!
With the expression forc̃(k) in Eq. ~3.17! inserted into it,









where the Debye function is defined asf D(x)[(2/x
2)
3@exp(2x)211x#. The back Fourier transform of Eq.~3.19!

















We may now construct the free energy for which the Euler–



























This expression for the free energy, with the corresponding
Euler–Lagrange equation in Eq.~3.20!, is the main result of
this section.
The free energy constructed from Eq.~3.20! is only
uniquely defined up to a constant, but we do know that the
free energy in Eq.~3.21! should reduce to the expression
obtained in the ground state dominance approximation, Eq.
~2.11!, in the limit N→`. That this is indeed the case may











dzF a224fb @df8~z!#21 v2 @df~z!#2G . ~3.22!
One may verify that this expression indeed corresponds to
the free energy in Eq.~2.11! with the density expanded
around the bulk density. Note that the conditionkRG→`,
implies that the description is strictly valid for distances
smaller than the polymer’s radius of gyration,z}1/k!RG .
The first term in the expression for the free energy in Eq.
~3.21! could also have been derived from a linear response
analysis,
dF5 12 kBT E drE dr 8 Cb~r ,r 8! df~r ! df~r 8!, ~3.23!
in which Cb(r ,r 8)5Cb(ur2r 8u) is the bulk polymer direct
correlation function. For Gaussian chains in solution, the
Fourier transform of the direct correlation function is given





A further important connection with previous work
forms the expression for the free energy proposed by































This form for the free energy is derived by Semenov19 in
what is termed the ‘‘main approximation’’ which captures the
free energy toO(1/N2). It is pointed out by Semenov19 that
the free energy reduces to the free energy in Eq.~3.21!, when
f(z) is expanded around the bulk densityfb . The first term
in Eq. ~3.25! is the leading correction in 1/N to ground state
dominance and gives a description on the same level as the
two-order parameter model.27
Of course, without the existence of adsorption potentials
responsible for the existence of an inhomogeneity in the sys-
tem, the solution of the Euler–Lagrange equation in Eq.
~3.19! for df̃(k) yields the trivial resultdf̃(k)50 and,
therefore, df(z)50. Since the Edwards equation is the
Euler–Lagrange equation that minimizes the free energy in
Eq. ~3.21!, this result indicates that, from an energetic point
of view, the most profitable situation is whenf(z)5fb ,
everywhere. Of more interest is therefore thesemi-infinite
system (0<z,`), considered next, in which the value of
the density at the surface differs from the bulk value due the
presence of an interaction with a solid surface.
IV. POLYMER ADSORPTION
We now turn to the situation of a polymer solution in
contact with a solid surface~wall!, located atz50. The solid
surface is considered to be impenetrable to the polymer so
that the density is defined only forz.0 @see the density










The inverse of the extrapolation length,d, is a measure of
the surface interaction strength and is responsible for an en-
hanced polymer adsorption,f(0).fb , whend.0.
Even though the solid surface is considered to be impen-
etrable, so thatf(z)50 for z,0, the polymer segment
density is not equal to zero at the wall in this treatment
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@f(0)Þ0#. Such a description is therefore expected to be
valid only for enhanced polymer adsorption and for distances
beyond a certain microscopic distance (}a) away from the
surface.1
Eisenriegler and co-workers3,7,8 and others11 have ad-
dressed the related problem of polymer depletion, in which
there is no additional interaction with the wall considered,
assuming the~Dirichlet! boundary condition,f(0)50. They
showed that under these circumstances analytic solutions for
the polymer partition function could be obtained. In the
present situation, such an analytic solution cannot be ob-
tained in general. However, when we assume that the exter-
nal fields are weak, i.e., when we consider the case ofweak
adsorption, an analytic solution can indeed be formulated.
Weak adsorption: Before turning to the formulation of
the appropriate boundary conditions in the case of polymer
adsorption, we come back to the expression for the free en-
ergy in the ground state dominance approximation. The free
energy for weak adsorption is then given by Eq.~3 22! to














The minimization of the above free energy leads to the fol-









We turn next to the evaluation of the full free energy, which
we expect to reduce to Eq.~4.2! in the limit N→`.
Since the presence of the solid surface precludes the
polymer for z,0, the partition functionZ(z,n) is defined
only for z>0. It turns out to be mathematically convenient to
extendZ(z,n) also forz,0. Here we choose to extendsym-
metrically @see Fig. 1~b!# and define a partition function
Ze(z,n) defined forall z as
Ze~z,n!5Z~2z,n!Q~2z!1Z~z,n!Q~z!, ~4.4!
whereQ(x) is the Heaviside-function.
The presence of the potential induced by the surface
modifies the external field in Eq.~2.6!. The result is that the















Since the term containing the second derivative with respect
to z is the only term that varies rapidly as a function ofz near
z50, the above differential equation reduces to the usual
Edwards equation in Eq.~3.3! with the additional term lead-












and the symmetrically extended functionsae(z,n) and
ce(z), and expand indZ(z,n)!1. The differential equation









One may, again, verify that this expression reduces to the


















This expression reduces to the equation obtained in Eq.










We may now solve the differential equation fora(z,n)
in Eq. ~3.9! taking into account the boundary condition in
Eq. ~4.8!. One may show that
FIG. 1. Sketches of the polymer density profile as a function of the distance
to a solid surface.~a! df(z) is the polymer density profile near a single
surface atz50; ~b! dfe(z) is the same density profile as in~a!, symmetri-
cally extended toz,0; ~c! dfe(z;h) is the polymer density profile between
two surfaces atz50 andz5h, periodically extended to whole space.
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dz8 c~z8!FexpS 23~z81z!22 n a2 D
1expS 23~z82z!22 n a2 D G ~z.0!. ~4.11!
The segment density profile is obtained by inserting the









3FaS z81z2RG D1aS z82z2RG D G ~z.0!, ~4.12!
wherea(x) is defined earlier@Eq. ~3.15!#. This expression







dz8 ce~z8! aS z82z2RG D .
~4.13!
One may note that the above expression for the symmetri-
cally extended density profile is the same as the expression
for df(z) in the previous section, Eq.~3.14!.
In order to proceed as before, we need to determine the
Fourier transform of Eq.~4.13! and the Edwards equation in
Eq. ~4.9!. One finds













































Again, we may construct the free energy for which the
Euler–Lagrange equation is equal to the Edwards equation in




















where fe(0)5fb1dfe(0). From the symmetrically ex-
tended free energy, we may now go back to the free energy
in terms off(z) instead of e(z). Keeping in mind that the
free energy of the symmetrically extended system is twice

























In this way we have constructed the free energy functional
for weak polymer adsorption. We should verify that this ex-
pression for the free energy reduces to the free energy given
in Eq. ~4.2! for ground state dominance whenN→`. One
may show that this is indeed the case by using that in this
limit aD((z6z8)/2RG)→(N a2/3)d(z6z8).
V. POLYMER DENSITY PROFILE
AND SURFACE TENSION
In this section we turn our attention to obtaining explicit
solutions for the segment density profile and surface tension.
A. Polymer density profile
An explicit solution for the polymer segment density





d F k2RG2 211exp~2k2RG2 !k4 jb2 RG2 14 k2RG2 2414 exp~2k2RG2 !G ,
~5.1!
where the bulk correlation length,jb[a/(3 v fb)
1/2. The






3F 4 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!4 k414 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!G , ~5.2!
where we have introduced the parameter« as the~square of!
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dk cosS 2kzjb D
3F 4 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!4 k414 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!G . ~5.4!
This expression is our final result for the segment density
profile valid for any chain length. We first investigate Eq.
~5.4! by comparing it to the segment density profile obtained
in MC simulations by de Joanniset al.23 In Fig. 2, the re-
duced segment densitydf(z)/fb is shown as a function of
z/RG . For the MC simulations~circles!, the following pa-
rameter values were used: chain lengthN5200, bulk density
a3 fb50.0216, radius of gyrationRG /a59.76, and surface
interaction strength«s51.0 kBT.
23 For the evaluation of the
analytical expression in Eq.~5.4! ~solid curve!, we have set
v5a3 ~good solvent!, which gives«.0.46. The relation be-
tween the value of«s and the extrapolation lengthd is less
transparent; we have now setd51/3 in units ofa/A6. The
value ofd determines the scale ofd (z) and is chosen such
that the depth of the minima for the segment density profiles
are approximately equal.
Even though the adsorption strength is quite high in the
MC simulations, Eq.~5.4! gives a fair description of the full
polymer segment density profile~inset Fig. 2!. Good agree-
ment is obtained for the ‘‘overshoot’’ of the polymer segment
density profile, which may be further improved by shifting
the density profile by a lattice distancea ~dashed curve!.
We may further investigate the expression for the seg-
ment density profile in Eq.~5.4! by expanding in«!1. Since
small« implies largeN, we thus should reproduce the results
derived previously in the ground state dominance
approximation1 and those by Semenovet al.16,19 The three















where we have definedt[2kRG /jb . The first two integrals
can be carried out
df~z!5
fb jb
d Fe22z/jb2 «8 S 11 2zjb De22z/jb
2«3/2bS zRGD1O~«2!G , ~5.6!










The leading term in Eq.~5.6! corresponds to the segment
density profile in the ground state dominance approximation.
One may verify that this profile indeed satisfies the Euler–
Lagrange equation and boundary condition in Eq.~4.3!.
Both the leading term and the first correction in« are
exponentially decaying functions ofz/jb ; the next term,
however, varies as a function ofz/RG . This means that even
as this term is subdominant in«, at distances much larger





«3/2bS zRGD1O~«2! ~z@jb!. ~5.8!
In Fig. 3, we have plottedb(z/RG) ~circles! as a function of
z/RG . @To showb(z/RG) on a logarithmic scale the absolute
value has been taken.# One finds that at large distances,
b(z/RG) exhibits anoscillatory behavior. These oscillations
FIG. 2. Polymer segment density profiles,df(z)/fb , as a function ofz/RG
from MC simulations~Ref. 23! ~circles! with the analytical expression in
Eq. ~5.4! ~solid curve!. In the MC simulations:N5200, a3 fb50.0216;
RG /a59.76; surface interaction strength«s51.0 kBT ~Ref. 23!. In Eq.
~5.4!: v5a3; «.0.46; d5(1/3)a/A6. The inset shows the same polymer
segment density profile on a full scale. The dashed curve is Eq.~5.4! shifted
by a lattice distancea.
FIG. 3. Numerical solution forub(z/RG)u as a function ofz/RG ~circles!;
the solid curve is the approximate expression for the asymptotic behavior
(z@RG) given by Eq.~5.9!.
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are also observed28 in numerical solutions of the density pro-
file in the Scheutjens and Fleer lattice model for polymers.
It is interesting to further quantify the behavior of the
density profile at large distances,z@RG . One may show
that, for largex @see also Eq.~118! in Ref. 16#,
b~x!5C0 e









a0[arctan~A0 /B0!'0.921879... , ~5.10!
with W(k,x) the LambertW-function.29 The polymer density
profile therefore falls as an oscillating exponential on the
scale of the polymer’s radius of gyration. The asymptotic
behavior as given by Eq.~5.9! is shown as the solid curve in
Fig. 3.
The asymptotic behavior of the density profile was de-
termined under the assumption that« is small. It is interest-
ing to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the density pro-
file directly from the full expression in Eq.~5.4!. One finds
that also then the density profile is a decaying sinusoid,
df~z!}e2 ~Az/RG! sinS BzRG 1a D ~z@RG!. ~5.11!
The coefficientsA and B, that determine the exponential
decay and the oscillation period of the polymer density pro-
file, respectively, depend~moderately! on « ~see Fig. 4!. In
the limit «→0, A andB are equal to the valuesA0 andB0 in
Eq. ~5.10!. The value of the coefficientsA andB were phe-
nomenologically determined in Ref. 28 by fitting Eq.~5.11!
to their numerically obtained density profiles. It was found
that Anum. 1/0.19A6 .2.1 and Bnum. 2p/1.5A6 .1.7 in
excellent agreement with the analytical results in Eq.~5.10!.
B. Surface tension
The surface tension is obtained by inserting the density
profile in Eq. ~5.2! into the expression for the free energy
given by Eq.~4.19! @or the density profile in Eq.~5.4! into
Eq. ~4.20!#. However, the expression for the free energy may
be simplified by first using the Euler–Lagrange equation in
Eq. ~4.17!. Multiplying both sides in Eq.~4.17! by 12dfe(z),
integrating overz, and adding the result to the free energy in































The first term in this expression is the constant contribution
to the surface tension that remains even when the density
profile is equal to the bulk density everywhere,f(z)5fb .
To show more directly the influence of polymer adsorption






























3F 4 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!4 k414 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!G . ~5.15!
This is our final result for the surface tension valid for all
values of the parameter«. In Fig. 5, the rescaled surface
tension, Ds/Ds«50 , is shown as a function of« ~solid
curve!. As expected, the contribution to the surface tension
due to polymer adsorption decreases when the polymer chain
length becomes shorter («→`).
FIG. 4. The coefficientsA ~solid curve! and B ~dashed curve!, that deter-
mine the exponential decay and the oscillation period of the polymer density
profile, respectively@see Eq.~5.11!#, as a function of«52/(v fb N).
FIG. 5. Reduced surface tensionDs/Ds«50 as a function of «
52/(v fb N) ~solid curve!. The dashed curve is the asymptotic expression
for Ds given in Eq.~5.16!.
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It is interesting to compare this expression to previous
results obtained in the limit of large polymer length. In an



















For «50, the ground state dominance result in the weak
adsorption limit is recovered.1 The asymptotic formula in Eq.
~5.16! is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 5. The expansion
deviates from the full expression when«'1.
VI. INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO PLANAR
SURFACES
In this section, we consider the density profile and inter-
action energy of two planar surfaces separated at a distance
h. This calculation is of particular interest for the description
of the interaction between colloidal particles mediated by a
polymer solution.
A. Polymer density profile
The calculation presented here is closely related to the
case of polymer adsorption onto a single planar surface.
Again, it is convenient to extend the polymer density profile
~between 0<z<h) to the whole space. Here, we extend the
density profileperiodically@see Fig. 1~c!#. Instead of a single
delta function, the external potential that induces such a pe-
riodic profile is an infinite sum of delta functions. The
Euler–Lagrange equation for the extended density profile,





































The density profiledfe(z;h) is obtained by solving the
Euler–Lagrange equation in Eq.~6.1!. Again, it is convenient
to Fourier transform the Euler–Lagrange equation in Eq.







3F k2RG2 211exp~2k2RG2 !k4 jb2 RG2 14 k2RG2 2414 exp~2k2RG2 !G .
~6.3!








3F 4 kn22«1« exp~24kn2/«!4 kn414 kn22«1« exp~24kn2/«!G , ~6.4!
where we have definedkn[npjb /h. This is the final expres-
sion for the segment density profile between two plates at
distanceh valid for all «. One may verify that at infinite
separation (h→`), the summation reduces to an integration
and Eq.~6.4! reduces to the previous expression in Eq.~5.4!.











2«3/2bS zRG ; hRGD1O~«2!J , ~6.5!









2 G , ~6.6!
and wheretn[2pn/y. The functionb(x;y) is defined such
that it reduces tob(x) defined in Eq.~5.7! wheny→`. The
leading term in Eq.~6.5! is the ground state dominance result
for the polymer density profile between two planar polymer-
adsorbing surfaces in the weak adsorption limit.
B. Interaction potential
We now turn to the derivation of the interaction potential
between two planar surfaces. Consider again the free energy
for the whole system as given by Eq.~6.2!. Like the surface
tension for the single surface, this expression may be reduced











For the free energy of the two-surface system, one therefore
has














The interaction potentialU(h) is defined as the free energy
~per unit area! of the two-surface system with the free energy
















The interaction potential is obtained by inserting the expres-







p d2 H p jbh (n52`
` F 4 kn22«1« exp~24kn2/«!4 kn414 kn22«1« exp~24kn2/«!G2E2`` dkF 4 k
22«1« exp~24k2/«!
4 k414 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!G J . ~6.10!
An alternative but equivalent expression may be derived
in terms of the density profile of thesingle surface. This
expression is derived by using the fact that the density profile
of the two-surface system is given by the sum of all the
single-surface density profiles,df(z;h)5(ndf(z1nh).
















dk cosS 2nhkjb D
3F 4 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!4 k414 k22«1« exp~24k2/«!G . ~6.11!
This expression, or the equivalent expression in Eq.~6.10!, is
our final result for the interaction potential valid for all«.















bS nhRGD1O~«2!G . ~6.12!
The leading term in Eq.~6.12! corresponds to the interaction
potential in the ground state dominance approximation. The
negative sign indicates that the interaction between two
plates isattractive.18,30
The leading term and the first correction in«, are expo-
nentially decaying functions ofh/jb ; the next term, how-
ever, varies as a function ofh/RG . Therefore, at distances












In Fig. 6,(nb(nh/RG) is plotted as a function ofh/RG . @To
show(nb(nh/RG) on a logarithmic scale the absolute value
has been taken.# One may identify different regimes; at in-
termediate distances,jb!h!RG , an approximate expres-
sion for b(x) is derived by replacing the term in square
brackets in Eq.~5.7! with a Gaussian for smallt. The sum-




















This approximation for intermediate distances is shown as
the solid curve in Fig. 6. For the full interaction potential in










The sign of this contribution ispositive indicating that be-
yond a certain distance the interaction becomesrepulsive.
This distance is of the order of the bulk correlation length.
At large separations,h@RG , the summation overn may
be limited to the first term only,(nb(nh/RG)'b(h/RG).
The asymptotic behavior ofb(x) was previously given in
Eq. ~5.9! and is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 6. We thus
find for the interaction potential,
FIG. 6. Numerical solution foru(n51
` b(nh/RG)u as a function ofh/RG
~circles!; the solid curves are the approximate expressions for the asymptotic
behavior in the regionsjb!h!RG and h@RG , given by Eqs.~6.14! and
~5.9!, respectively.








2 ~A0h/RG! sinS B0hRG 1a0D
~h@RG@jb!. ~6.16!
At these large separations, the interaction between two pla-
nar surfaces is oscillatory19 and falls of exponentially with
h/RG . This feature is preserved also when« is not small,
U~h!}e2 ~Ah/RG! sinS BhRG 1a D ~h@RG'jb!, ~6.17!
with the numerical value of the coefficientsA and B, that
determine the exponential decay and the oscillation period of
the interaction potential, given previously in Fig. 4.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this article, we have investigated the surface tension,
segment density profile, and interaction potential for polymer
adsorbing~planar! surfaces. Analytical expressions for these
quantities, valid for any polymer length, are derived in the
limit of weakly adsorbing polymers. Particular attention is
paid to the behavior of the segment density profile at large
distances and the interaction potential between two polymer-
adsorbing surfaces at large separations.
The relevant parameter connected to the polymer chain
length is the square of the ratio of the bulk correlation length
and the polymer’s radius of gyration,«[jb
2/RG
2
52/(v fb N). When«!1, i.e.,RG@jb , the contributions to
the segment density profile and the interaction potential may
be investigated in an expansion in«. The three leading con-
tributions dominate the polymer density profile in three dif-
ferent spatial regions: the zeroth order term, corresponding to
the ground state dominance, dominates the density profile
due to loops near the wall; the leading order correction of
O(1/N) due to tails gives a description at an intermediate
region of the order of the bulk correlation length; terms of
O(1/N3/2), which dictate the density profile at the region of
the order of the polymer coil sizeRG .
16,19 This last term is
responsible for the~oscillatory! decay of the density profile
and the interaction potential on the scale of the polymer’s
radius of gyration.
The picture that emerges from the expansion in« is the
following: the polymer density profiledecays exponentially
asz/jb close to the solid surface, ‘‘overshoots’’ at a certain
distance~typically, a fewjb), and then decays exponentially
as z/RG in an oscillatory way with a period determined by
RG . This overshoot in the segment density profile was pre-
viously obtained in analytical work and computer
simulations23,31and agrees quantitatively with our expression
for the segment density profile in Eq.~5.4! ~see Fig. 2!. The
oscillatory decay on the scale ofRG that follows the over-
shoot was previously observed28 in numerical solutions of
the Scheutjens and Fleer lattice model for polymers. The
parameters that describe the exponential decay and the oscil-
lation period of the polymer density profile determined from
the numerical profiles28 are in excellent agreement with our
analytical results@Eq. ~5.10!#. An interpretation of these os-
cillations in terms of a liquidlike ordering of the polymer
coils is tempting, but it should be kept in mind that the poly-
mer coils are still highly entangled forming a transient net-
work of mesh sizejb .
A similar picture emerges for theinteraction potential
between two polymer-adsorbing surfaces; at close separa-
tion, the interaction isattractiveand decays exponentially as
h/jb . At a separation of typically a fewjb , the interaction
becomesrepulsiveand then oscillates between an exponen-
tially decreasing attractive/repulsive interaction on a scale
determined byRG . The repulsive interaction was previously
obtained in the context of the two-order parameter model;18
whereas the presence of oscillations on the scale ofRG was
previously noted by Semenov.19
We have assumed that deviations from bulk behavior are
small—an assumption which holds for weak adsorption, but
which also holds for strong adsorption at large distances. The
description given for the distal behavior of the density profile
and interaction potential is therefore also valid forst ong
polymer adsorption, up to a possible shift in the distance to
the solid surface~see, e.g., Fig. 2!. Furthermore, an impor-
tant benefit from the expressions derived here, is that it is
also possible to investigate the distal behavior of the segment
density profile and the interaction potential when« is not
small. These results are especially relevant when the polymer
chain length is not so large or, even whenN is large, when
the bulk polymer concentration is low.
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